Village Street Scenes
Notes: David Gibbs.
Recent photographs (yellow background) taken by Alan Keene in 2013

Boozer Pit, circa 1910. Note the washing drying on the hedge. The thatched cottages
were later destroyed by fire (as recalled by Brian Tasker in his Come Walk With Me
article filed in the Memories section of this archive)
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Broadway, looking south. Very few of the buildings shown in this early 1900s picture
remain, even though they were still there in the 1950s and 60s. Smoking chimneys, two
horse-drawn carts, and is that an early cyclist in the middle of the road?
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he Bell Inn and the approach to Knapp, giving a glimpse of a Broadway that was wiped
off the map by controversial demolition in the mid 1950s, thus changing the character
of that part of the village for ever. The Bell Inn was not part of the compulsory
demolition but was demolished at later date.
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Lower Street, close by Greenwoods shop, later Hamlin’s. The driver of the horse and
cart is Frank Sweet. The lady with the flowers is Frank's mother, who acted as village
midwife and also laid out the dead. The two-wheeled cart was highly favoured by the
smallholders and hawkers of the village because of its versatility and, with the right
horse, often bred locally, between the shafts, the speed at which it could travel. They
were even used for competitive racing along the village roads! During the war, before Dday, American soldiers were billeted in the then empty shop and the garage alongside.
Wallace Hamlin then had a smaller shop on the opposite side of the road.
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Knapp and Broadway, early 1900s. George Sprake is standing in the doorway of his
barbershop. The policeman's name was PC Mansfield. The boy standing by the cart was
Charles Henry Butcher (known as Harry).
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A delightful picture of Knapp. Far right in the photo, there is a glimpse of Harry
Mitchell’s bakery/sweet shop, with the word Fry’s (part of Fry’s Chocolate) on the
window. The carrier bike is outside the Co-op. Beyond is the Post Office and George
Sprake’s barber shop. At the junction of Moorlands Road is Herbert Batstone's
haberdashery shop. Just out of the photo, towards Merriottsford, there was the Bell
Inn and Arthur Miller’s saddlers business, including a small garage with petrol pumps.
There were five or six other shops dotted around the village but none in close proximity
to each other, as was the case at Kanpp
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Knapp looking south towards Merriottsford, showing the Co-op and Harry Mitchell’s
bakery/sweet shop. Further down, the Bell Inn can just be seen and, at the entrance to
the yard and alongside the Court Mill pond, the globe of a petrol pump. The then
landlord, George Symonds, also sold petrol and kept charabancs for hire. The remains of
the petrol pump were still in position throughout the war years and into the early 1950s.
Further down again can be seen a second petrol pump where Arthur Miller had a small
garage where he repaired cars and bicycles.
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Lower Street, long before the roads were tarmaced (in 1928), hence the high
pavements to keep pedestrians clear of the muddy roads. In the centre of the
photograph, at the edge of the pavement, can be seen one of the early village street
lights, long before the days of electricity and gas being installed, that are the subject
of an article field in the Village section of this archive.

Broadway midway up the hill in the days when the street still had character, so
brutally eliminated by the enforced demolition of the 1950s. Sometime after this
photograph was taken and up until immediately before WW2, the property outside
which the children are standing was a small general store run by Mrs Shepherd.
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Children gathered together by the photographer, standing at the Bakehouse Corner
junction. The first property on the left survives; the second is long gone. The
properties on the right look much the same now as they have always done. The one
furthest from the camera was once an alehouse – is that a sign above the doorway?
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This looks like a rearrangement of the children shown in the previous old photograph,
this time just along the road in Higher Street. Note the early street light to the left of
the photograph.
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Mill workers and children in Lower Street. The entrance to the Swann In is on the right.

Mrs White photographed in Lower Street in 1910, posing with her pony and trap that
she no doubt referred to as a ‘governess cart’. This type of conveyance was widely used
in the village – by Arthur Pattemore, who delivered newspapers, for instance - right up
until the mid 1900s.
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Church Farm, with All Saints in the background, circa 1950.
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Newchester Cross immediately after the war and before the six bungalows were built
on the small plot of land at the road junction. In this picture, Webb’s farm buildings can
be seen in the background.
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Merriottsford House, at the bottom of Hazelbury Road, 1952, with a clear view through
to Hitchen. During the war years, Mr Slade, an elderly widower, occupied this house. A
housekeeper cared him for. He was considered by locals to be a 'bit of a scholar' as he
was interested in the village history and occasionally his writings appeared in print in
the Parish Magazine and local newspapers. He had a grapevine in the conservatory and
always donated a bunch of grapes - a luxury at the time - for display and sale at the
Methodist chapel harvest festival.
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Village southern approach, 1950. Terry Arnold’s stationers and printing business is to
the left of the photo, the Bell inn on the right. Slightly ahead of the Bell Inn can be
seen a defunct petrol pump; the proprietor once sold petrol and hired out charabancs.
This unusual straight stretch of road, with the high walls either side was built to
replace the turnpike that once stood at the entrance to the village – see the article
Down Turnpike filed elsewhere in the archive.
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Knapp, looking north along Broadway. The two properties shown escaped the first
onslaught of character-destroying demolition of that part of the village, but not for
many years. The
corner shop was
used for a variety
of
businesses
down the years
including, within
living
memory
that of draper,
haberdasher,
men's
hairdresser,
'jewellery' shop the trinkets were
fashioned
from
small
seashells
and hand painted. Towards the end of the war, there was an exhibition there of
photographs of all the men who were serving in the armed forces. The second property
was used as a surgery by doctors visiting from Crewkerne in pre-NHS days, and later as
a haberdashery and wool shop. It was on this corner that, during the depression of the
1930s, out-of-work men tended to congregate and even in later years, right into the
1950s when work was more plentiful, the habit continued. The A30 car in the picture
was one of the first post-war family cars, introduced in the early 1950s as a
replacement for the
legendary
pre-war
Austin Seven and
cost in the region of
£500, still beyond
the reach of most
people. The type of
street light shown
had recently replaced
the pre-war lighting
which was mounted
on overhanging arms
attached to buildings
and telegraph poles,
except
at
Knapp
where
the
single
light, right in the centre of cross roads, was suspended on a wire that stretched from
to Co-op to a telegraph pole on the other side of the road. The tall building beyond
housed the cow stalls, with hayloft above, of Moorlands Farm (farmed at the time by
Arthur Rumsby), a beautiful collection of farm buildings that sadly have been falling
into disrepair for a good many years and are about to be developed.
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These two photographs show a clear entrance to Hitchen, mid-1950s, before the days
of widespread car ownership. The first 14 houses along the road were built before
WW2. The road wasn’t laid until just after the war. Before this, access was via a rutted
muddy/dusty track that led to the Hitchen cottages; the remains of the track can be
seen in the photograph below. The council properties then had long front gardens as
well as long back gardens. The land beyond the pre-war houses was parcelled into arable
strips, worked by a number of local farmers and market gardeners, and many small
allotments for individual householders.
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A couple of photographs that clearly illustrate the rapidly changing rural scene …..…..
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